
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37401

400 Chestnut Street Tower II

February 14, 1985

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Ms. E. Adensam, Chief

Licensing Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Ms. Adensam:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority 50-391

Several telephone conference calls and meetings have recently been held between
TVA and NRC representatives to discuss TVA's proposed changes to technical
specification 4.6.4.3 regarding surveillance requirements for demonstrating
operability of hydrogen ignitors.

TVA proposes to revise the existing surveillance requirements for demonstrating
the operability of the hydrogen mitigation system to allow the use of a current
measurement for verifying the minimum 17000F. In addition, every nine months,
in conjunction with ice weighing outages, 20 percent of the 68 ignitors will be
measured using an optical pyrometer to verify the minimum 17000F (see enclosed
marked-up technical specification). This latter requirement will provide
additional reassurance that the current measurement is an adequate method for
verifying temperature.

Due to the locations of many of the hydrogen ignitors at the Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant, the performance of a temperature measurement by optical pyrometer on
every ignitor creates an occupational safety hazard at the Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant. Many of the ignitors are in locations where it would be difficult to
reach in order to perform an optical pyrometer measurement. For example,
ignitors in the containment dome require the construction of a scaffold on top
of the polar crane. Also, ignitors in the ice condenser require climbing a very
long spiral staircase and making an entry into the ice condenser. Ignitors
located at the top of the steam generator and pressurizer enclosures, both lower
containment and upper containment, require climbing long ladders with a safety
belt climbing apparatus. In addition, this testing also presents a hazard to
other workers in the area of the ignitors. Personnel can be burned if they
accidentally touch the ignitors during the temperature test. The temperature
testing also increases overall radiation exposure because of the total time
involved inside containment to gain access to all ignitors.

TVA believes adequate assurance that the ignitors reach the proper temperature
can be obtained through current measurements. TVA has performed several tests
on ignitors which show that if a current of 7.4 amperes is measured at the
electrical distribution panel, the ignitors will be at a minimum of 1700OF
(test report enclosed). A baseline current is obtained during initial testing
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(proper temperature is also verified). Future testing that verifies that
baseline current is obtained ensures that the ignitor temperature is reached.
The current measurement is also a measurement of the energy input to the
ignitor. The ignitor must dissipate this energy or burn up. The containment
conditions are essentially the same for each test. Consequently, the ignitor
must reach the same temperture in order to dissipate the same amount of energy.

In lieu of revising technical specification 4.6.4.3 as discussed above, TVA has
no objections to maintaining the technical specification (final draft version)
as is and the staff approving TVA's proposed method of satisfying the subject
surveillance requirement in the Watts Bar Safety Evaluation Report.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please get in touch with
D. B. Ellis at FTS 858-2681.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

W. Hufha Manager
censing an Regulations

Sworn to nd subscribed before me
this /LkIA.day of 85.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires _____f_

Enclosure
cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Enclosure)

Region II
Attn: Mr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS IN
HYDROGEN MITIGATION SYSTEM C

DEC I 1 1984
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.4.3 Both trains of the Primary Containment Hydrogen Mitigation System
shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION

With one train of the Hydrogen Mitigation System inoperable, restore the
inoperable train to OPERABLE status within 7 days or increase the surveil-
lance interval of Specification 4.6.4.3a. from 92 days to 7 days on the
OPERABLE train until the inoperable train is returned to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.4.3 Each train of the Hydrogen Mitigation System shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 92 days by energizing the supply breakers and
verifying that at least 33 of 34 ignitors in each train are
energized,* and

9Z c4yJ
b. At least once per la-Ffe-.1r by verifying the temperature of each ener,9i4e,

ignitor is a minimum of 1700'F. TAe -eeptqvzc of 9 4c i>~fo. Pi/-
be vera,-,led by r ec4 a a 4L /Iaoef 7.4 amperes on ea' c
ff~tio C,(c-'-,l af t t f~1eRf'~eG i,i&/or5s Gr d if - /eqS7

3-,7 7 &Zct7e-es vc ecac-4 1'5,,I7/v, r C-1 *And od4.e vorso-ec(

c.* SA /cas7- ocAe c ,se, 9t .'A Z Jy ye A e * e^,.elf:by of~cc/ pyzo~nek- e eee,,7/. of 2° % ef Wle J}i'j4'

Cc4Q t fl,/ e - ci' g e ~ z ,v Of

/700 °

*Inoperable ignitors must not be on corresponding redundant circuits whichprovide coverage for the same region.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-26
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HYDROGEN MITIGATION SYSTEM

TEMPERATURE vs CURRENT MEASUREMENTS OF HYDROGEN IGNITORS
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TEMPERATURE VERSUS CURRENT TESTING OF FOUR TAYCO MODEL 193-3442-4
HYDROGEN IGNITORS AT WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT - JANUARY 26-27, 1985

1.0 SCOPE

Surveillance Requirement 4.6.4.3.b requires that once per 18 months thetemperature of each hydrogen ignitor in the hydrogen mitigation system beverified to be a minimum of 17000F. Because of the major industrial safetyhazard to human life involved in reaching the hydrogen ignitors located inthe reactor building dome to measure the temperature, this test was con-ducted to provide information to verify the assumption that the temperatureof the hydrogen ignitors is directly related to the input current.

.2.0 OBJECTIVE

To obtain sufficient temperature versus input current data for four typicalhydrogen ignitors obtained from stock to verify that a linear relationshipexists between the temperature of a hydrogen ignitor and the input currentto the hydrogen ignitor.

3.0 SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT

3.1 Fluke Digital Multimeter, Model 8600A--
3.2 Westinghouse In-Line Ammeter, Type PA-151, Style 717B054A09

- 3.3 Mikron Infrared Thermometer cfodei 1l57Pff. 120-irich Focal. 2%::Ac-curacy-3.4 Variac, 125V ac, 10 Ampere

4.0 PREREQUISITES

Each hydrogen ignitor that was tested was subjected to a burn-in period offour hours at four amperes. This was done to stabilize the heater element.

5.0 TEST PERFORMANCE

Each hydrogen ignitor was subjected to the following tests. The test wasperformed four times on each ignitor to determine repeatability. The vol-tage was raised to 100V ac ±8.25 and the current and temperature allowed tostabilize for five minutes before readings were taken. Following the datacollection, the voltage was raised to 105V ac +8.25 and the current and
temperature allowed to stablized for five minutes before readings weretaken. The voltage was raised at 5-volt increments through 135V ac and thecurrent and temperature allowed to stabilize for five minutes at eachvoltage level. Following the 135V ac readings, the voltage to the hydrogenignitor was turned off and the hydrogen ignitor allowed to cool. The cur-rent versus temperature was plotted for each-test on each hydrogen ignitor.The test setup, data, and graphs are attached.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The temperature versus current of the four hydroge;pignitors is linear.
The scale on the infrared thermometer had to be changed from low to medium
range when the temperature of the ignitor reached 1800'F. This is the
reason for the differences seen on the graphs at approximately 4.05 amperes.
The temperature readings following the scale change are linear also which
concludes that the change in slope is a trait of the infrared gun and notof the hydrogen ignitor.

We determined that approximately 3.6 amperes input to the hydrogen ignitor
is required to attain 1700'F. Our circuitry design has two hydrogen ignitorsin parallel from each breaker in the permanent Hydrogen Mitigation Panels.Therefore, a minimum of 7.2 amperes will be required. We determined thelongest cable run in the hydrogen mitigation system and calculated the
maximum voltage drop which could be expected. The impedence of this
cable is approximately 2.0653 ohms. The maximum calculated voltage drop
is 14.2056 volts.

Our test data shows that the voltage required for 1700'F on the hydrogen
ignitors is approximately 112V ac. Therefore, a minimum of 126.2056V ac is
required on the hydrogen mitigation distribution panel. The transformer to
the permanent Hydrogen Mitigation Distribution panel has a voltage regulator
and the regulator has been adjusted to maintain 133V ac to the distribution
panel. Therefore, the hydrogen ignitors will have adequate voltage.

Additionally similar test results were obtained on three different ignitors
at our central-laboratory. A copy of this test report is-attached.
-(report 85-4510.) _

Based on our test data, we are confident that current measurements of at
least 7.2 amps taken at the distribution panel on each circuit are adequate
and will ensure a minimum of-17000 F on each ignitdr in lieu of actual field
temperature measurement.

Visual observation of the ignitors during the test performance revealed the
following:

At 14000F, the visal appearance of the ignitor changed from metallic
to a dark orange. Between 1400°F and 1500°F, the color changed to a
glowing bright orange. Between 1600°F to 1700°F, there is not a sig-
nificant change in color. Above 1700°F the color is a brilliant orange.
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a

Ignitor S/N

Ammeter S/N

Fluke S/N

Variac S/N

Mikron S/N

810 Model 193-3442-4

320207

497507

116154

504681

Cal Due Date 1/16/86

Cal Due Date.2/19/85

Cal Due Date 9/27/85

Cal Due Date 9/17/85

Burn Time 4 Hrs.

Ambient 750 F

TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4

VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS. TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TE

.j . .; JL .s J

3.42 1614

3.57 1650

3.72 1715

3.82-
dc ge

4.05 1790

4.2 1810

4.29 1830

100

1- i05 _

110

115

120

125

130

135

3.26 1560

3.42 1630

3.59 1695

3.7 I '14U

3.81 471a9

4.04 1788

4.2 - 1810

4.31 1830-

100

105

110

11

120

125

130

135

3.26

3.41

3.57

1570

1635

1700

l /II-- . i - - , , -I -
J. /4

3.°7

4.05

4.2..

4.34

i/46

acale
1780

-1810----

1830

100

105

110 -

-I-is

-120

125

13

13

3.3 15

3.42 If

3.59

3.75 1,

3.91 17

4.04 17

30 - 4.2 1E

5 4.3 HE

*The scale on the infrared gun had to be changed to accomodate the temperature.
the temperature was read on the low end of the scale and is the reason for the temperature
variations. The scale used to read 1700OF was the low scale and has good accuracy.
The mid-range scale has less accuracy. This is the explanation of the offset on the
graphs and in the data. The temperature versus current is linear on the medium scale.
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Ignitor S/N

Ammeter S/N

Fluke S/N

Variac S/N

Mikron S/N

811

320207

497507

166154

504681

Mgodel 193-3442-4

Cal Due Date 1/16/86

Burn Time 4 Hrs.

Ambient 720 F

Cal Due Date 2/19/85 "-

Cal Due Date 9/27/85

Cal Due Date 9/17/85

TEST 1 'TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4

OLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP.

100 3.3 1580 100 3.31 1558 100 3.31 1570 100 3.30 1580

105 3.46 1642 105 3.44 1626 105 3.46 1629 105 3.47 1640

110 3.6 1702 110 3.58 , 1692 110 3.63 1695 110. 3.65 1717

115 3.64 1749 115 3.76 17Z38 11 ' 78 1732 115 3.74 1750-'

120 3.91 -1810 120 3.92 1790 120 3.94 1780 120 3.93 1810-

. ,4h aange X * can1 e g h an1g e ca*'Cale- -&ca'e' xcale 4.ihayge
125 4.06 1785 125' "4704 1798 125-- 4.07 1780 125 4.07 1795 i

130 4.2 1795 130 4.22 1812 130 4.18 1800 130 4.22 1820*1
*. ,...- .,-.-.....-. -

135 -4.36 1870 135 4.37 1834- 135 4.4 1875 135 4.37 1860 ;

4.37 186
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0
Ignitor S/N

Ammeter S/N

Fluke S/N

Variac S/N

Mikron S/N

817

---320207

-- 497507

166154

504681

.
I

-Model 193-3442-4

Cal Due Date 1/16/86

Cal Due Date 2/19/85

Cal Due Date 9/27/85

Cal Due Date 9/17/8S

Burn Time 4 Hrs.

Ambient 710 F

TEST 1 -TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4

VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP.

3.28

3.47

3.6

- 3.72

3.9

4.06

4.23

4.36

1582

1648

1701

1760

1795

1822

1870

100

105

110

115

120-

125

130

135

3.31

3.45

3.61

3.76

3.91

4.05

4.23

4.35

1587

1641

1702

1763--

1795

1820

1875

100

105

110

3.3

3.45

3.61

-1 1 1' - - 17

1580

1642

1700

100

105

110

1 1J--- I; .]- 4 - &-

120

125

130

135

3.91

4.05

4.22

4.37

,4R03--

1795

1810

1860
4.35U I

120

125

- 130

135

3.31

3.45

-3.6

3.76

3.91

4.06

4.21

4.35

1575

1640

1698

1757

1790

1820

1875
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Ignitor S/N

Ammeter S/N

Fluke S/N

Variac S/N

Mikron S/N

819

320207

497507

166154

504681

.

Model 193-3442-4

Cal Due Date 1/16/86

Cal Due Date 2/19/85 >-

Cal Due Date 9/27/85

Cal Due Date 9/19/85

Burn Time 4 Hrs.

Ambient 710 F

_TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4

OLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP. VOLTS AMPS TEMP.

100 3.32 1585 100 3.32 1585 100 3.30 1578 100 3.34 1585

105 3.46 1645 105 3.46 1642 105 3.46 1640 105 3.47 1647

110 3.64 1713 110 3.63 1702 110 3.t1 1701 110 3.61 1700

115 - 3.77 1769 115 3.77 1769 11 .3 0 1 767 115- 3.79 1771-

120 3.93 1-817 120 3.94 1818 120 3.93 1812 120 3.92 1812

125 4.08 l 00 125 -4:07 4. 9harge 125 -4 h8e

130 4.25 1840 130 4.24 1830 130 4.25 1840 130. 4.24 1830

135 -4.37 1880 135 4.37 1880 135 4.38 1875 135 4.38 1875

- -. . - -
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Hydrogen ignitors were tested at five points ranging from 110 volts ac to 4 c~<.'
130 volts ac in 5-volt increments , - T ' .

The voltage and current were monitored vith a Yokagava 2503 sc power meter
- (+12Z of reading + .06% of range), and a type S thermocouple (t44 F). Each

standard is part of the laboratory quality assurance program and has docu-
mented traceability. - - - - -

Each ignitor vas run three times because It was observed th t the initial test.r --.
indicated substantially higher temperatures than the second or third run. ;
Plotted graph values depict the third run.

The ignitors appear to have linear temperature increase as a function of
current and are repeatable after lnitial burn-in , -

--'- i.

Attached are graphs for each ignitor as vell as the recorded data for each - -
test.
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